[Hyperattentional syndrome in children].
The attentional mechanism is complex, it depends of multiple encephalic structures, acting all of them together. While using the attentional mechanism we accumulate information from the outside world, this trough the memory of work. The frontal lobe s integrity allows the development of the learning and attentional mechanism, its malfunction is associated with the attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. The attention is generally selective to different kind of stimuli. In this disorder the children have fixed and sustained visual to a variety of stimuli. We present three children, with vigilant alterations characterized on having uniform selective visual attention to stimuli from the exterior, with prolonged latency. Without any other neurological manifestation. Children with attentional deficits, generally present selective attention to certain outside world stimuli. The hyperattentional disorder is a variety of selective visual attention with prolonged latency on the object selected.